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Abstract

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been applied in many biological investigations in the past 15 years. This review focuses on

the application of AFM for quantitatively characterizing the structural and thermodynamic properties of protein–protein and

protein–nucleic acid complexes. AFM can be used to determine the stoichiometries and association constants of multiprotein as-

semblies and to quantify changes in conformations of proteins and protein–nucleic acid complexes. In addition, AFM in solution

permits the observation of the dynamic properties of biomolecular complexes and the measurement of intermolecular forces between

biomolecules. Recent advances in cryogenic AFM, AFM on two-dimensional crystals, carbon nanotube probes, solution imaging,

high-speed AFM, and manipulation capabilities enhance these applications by improving AFM resolution and the dynamic and

operative capabilities of the AFM. These developments make AFM a powerful tool for investigating the biomolecular assemblies

and interactions that govern gene regulation.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Atomic force microscopy (AFM), which was invented

in 1986, expanded the application of scanning tunneling
microscopy to nonconductive, soft, and live biological

samples [1–3]. AFM has several capabilities including

characterizing topographic details of surfaces from the

submolecular level to the cellular level [4], monitoring

the dynamic processes of single molecules in physio-

logically relevant solutions [5], and measuring the forces

between interacting molecules [6]. AFM is a powerful

tool for characterizing the structural properties of
macromolecular complexes both in air and under near-

physiological conditions. In addition, modified AFMs

can be used to manipulate single molecules. In the past

15 years, the application of AFM has spread to many

areas of biological sciences including studies of DNA

[7,8], RNA [9–12], proteins [13,14], lipids [15,16], car-

bohydrates [17–19], biomolecular complexes [20–22],

organelles [23,24] and cells [25,26]. This article focuses

on the use of AFM for quantifying biomolecular as-
semblies and interactions and on recent advances that

enhance these applications.

2. Use of AFM

2.1. Principles of AFM

The principle of AFM varies with the different modes

of AFM operation, such as contact mode, oscillating

mode, and force mode. In the contact mode, the AFM

cantilever is deflected by the sample surface. A fixed

deflection is maintained during an X–Y dimensional

scan by adjusting the Z position of the piezo (Fig. 1A).

The AFM image is generated by plotting the Z move-

ment of piezo as a function of the X–Y position. In the
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oscillating mode, the cantilever is oscillated by a vibra-

tion piezo. The sample surface is brought into contact
with the oscillating cantilever such that it clips the am-

plitude of oscillation (Fig. 1B). The amplitude of this

oscillation, which is monitored by the laser projected on

the photodiode, is maintained constant during the scan

by adjusting the Z position of the piezo using a feedback

loop. The AFM image in the oscillating mode is gen-

erated similarly to that in the contact mode, that is, by

plotting the Z movement of the piezo as a function of
the X–Y position. Although the oscillating mode is

similar to the contact mode, in that the tip–surface in-

teraction is maintained constant during an AFM scan,

the oscillating mode generates smaller lateral forces on

the sample, which improves the lateral resolution of the

AFM image. Consequently, the oscillating mode is

preferred over the contact mode for most biological

applications [27].

2.2. Substrates for sample preparation

Flatness and biocompatibility are two basic require-

ments for substrates used to maintain the integrity of the

samples on the surface for imaging. Glass, mica, gold,

and silicon surfaces have been used to noncovalently or

covalently immobilize biomolecules [28]. The most

commonly used substrate is muscovite mica because an

atomically flat and negatively charged surface is conve-
niently obtained by peeling the layered mica prior to

sample deposition. Divalent cations, such as Mg2þ and

Ni2þ can be used as salt bridges to absorb negatively

charged biomolecules such as DNA onto the mica sur-

face [29,30]. Alternatively, chemical modification of the

mica surface can be used to reverse the surface charges

to extend its application [31]. In addition, lipid bilayers

prepared on mica surfaces by the Langmuir–Blodgett
technique can be used as substrates for the reconstitu-

tion of membrane proteins [32]. Finally, cationic lipid

bilayers on mica have also been used to strongly anchor

dsDNA to achieve high-resolution images in liquids [33].

2.3. Imaging in air

In general, imaging in air is much easier than imaging
under solution and can provide valuable information

about the structural properties of protein–protein and

protein–nucleic acid complexes. For imaging in air, the

sample is first deposited onto the surface in the desired

buffer, which should be filtered using 0.02-lm filters

(Fig. 2). For DNA, a reasonable coverage on a mica

surface can be obtained with DNA concentrations in the

range of 1–10 lg/ml. However, DNA deposition can be
dramatically affected by the buffer contents. For exam-

ple, Mg2þ in the buffer can increase DNA deposition

onto the mica but monovalent ions will decrease the

DNA coverage. For proteins, the required concentra-

tion (typically <50 nM) varies depending on the protein

and is less dependent on the salt concentration com-

pared to DNA. After deposition of the sample, the

surface is rinsed with distilled, dionized water and dried
with a gentle stream of nitrogen. Variation in deposition

Fig. 2. General procedure for AFM imaging in air.

Fig. 1. Schematics of AFM in the contact mode (A) and the oscillating

mode (B).
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procedures can affect the quality of the deposition. For
example, longer incubation on the surface can increase

coverage of molecules but it also increases the chances

that the molecules or complexes are altered by interac-

tion with the surface. The shortest incubation time that

gives reasonable coverage is optimal. Rinsing the surface

is required to remove buffer components, but over-

washing could denature samples and decrease the cov-

erage. Underdrying can reduce AFM resolution because
macromolecules can move around on the moist surfaces.

Conversely, overdrying could destabilize some proteins

because of dehydration of the protein.

2.4. Imaging in liquid

There are many attractive features with regard to

operating an AFM in liquids. The most obvious one is
the ability to follow the dynamic structural changes of

native single molecules and the interactions between

macromolecules in physiologically relevant buffers in

real time. For imaging in liquids, a liquid chamber is

needed to seal the buffer and allow for buffer exchange.

The setup of a standard liquid chamber is shown in Fig.

3. A flow apparatus can be set up to facilitate the

switching between different buffers and to minimize the
thermal drift of the instrument [34]. Accessory proteins,

substrates, cofactors and/or inhibitors can be injected

into the fluid chamber. These procedures permit one to

observe dynamic conformational changes of the same

single protein or the interactions between macromole-

cules before and after the addition of these chemical and

physical factors [35,36]. Accordingly, direct correlation

between structural and functional states of individual
biomolecules can be made. Such information can be

elusive using other techniques such as electron micros-

copy, crystallography, and AFM in air, which take

static pictures of macromolecules in nonnative envi-

ronments. The second major advantage of imaging in

liquids is the minimal force that can be applied to the

sample during imaging due to the elimination of capil-
lary forces [37]. Consequently, the deformation of bio-

logical samples is reduced relative to imaging in air,

which is a prerequisite to high-resolution imaging of soft

biological samples. High-resolution imaging in liquids

will be discussed in more detail in Section 4 in this re-

view. Finally, imaging in liquids is advantageous be-

cause artifacts related to washing and drying of the

samples can be eliminated [38,39].
For close-packed macromolecules, such as two-di-

mensional (2D) crystal arrays, the contact mode in liq-

uids has generated subnanometer resolution images

[32,40,41], but the oscillating mode in liquids is generally

preferable over the contact mode for imaging samples

with macromolecules loosely attached to the surface.

The oscillating mode minimizes lateral forces exerted by

the tip and the detachment of the sample from the sur-
face during the scan. Amplitude imaging in the oscil-

lating mode is the most commonly used technique, but it

has been shown that, in some cases, mobile DNA in

liquids can be more clearly resolved using phase imaging

rather than amplitude imaging [42]. Phase imaging in

the oscillating mode can broaden the range of condi-

tions for AFM imaging in liquids and can increase the

amount of information obtained.
So far, only a small percentage of the published work

done using AFM has been performed in liquids because

imaging biomolecules in aqueous solutions remains a

challenge. First, to watch the dynamic processes in liq-

uids, the right conditions must be identified. Specifically,

the samples must bind tightly enough to the surface to

allow good imaging but loosely enough to allow the

interactions to occur on the surface [34,43]. Second,
conventional liquid imaging techniques achieve quality

images less than 50% of the time. Finally, the scan rates

of commercial AFMs are slow. Many biological reac-

tions happen on the order of milliseconds to seconds,

but for commercial AFMs, it will take about 30 s to

collect a 1� 1-lm image at a reasonable resolution [43].

Fig. 3. Cross-section of standard AFM liquid cell. Reproduced from [95].
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In the past several years, however, developments in the
instrumentation and the probes to increase the reliability

of the instrument and the scan rate have been made.

These developments will be further discussed in Section

4 in this review.

2.5. Postprocessing of AFM images and generating of

quantitative data

The first step after collecting AFM images is post-

processing of images. For example, surface flattening is

important for quantitative analyses of AFM images.

The software controlling AFM instruments, such as the

Nanoscopes of Digital Instruments (Santa Barbara,

CA), can accomplish this task using planefit. Additional

programs, such as Image SXM (http://reg.ssci.liv.ac.uk/)

and NIH Image, are useful for quantitative analysis of
the size and shape of molecules and complexes.

3. Quantification of biomolecular assemblies and interac-

tions using AFM

3.1. Characterization of DNA–protein assemblies

The intracellular regulation of gene metabolism in-

volves many proteins, which can bind to regulatory sites

on DNA specifically and to other sites nonspecifically.

Searching for target sites among the vast amount of

nonspecific sites by these proteins is critical for gene
regulation [44,45]. Large conformational changes in

both proteins and DNA can occur when proteins bind

to DNA or exchange between specific sites and non-

specific sites.

Using AFM to investigate the conformations of

DNA–protein assemblies is straightforward because the

topographic difference between proteins and DNA is

obvious in an AFM image. Conformations of DNA–
protein assemblies can be quantitatively distinguished

by the DNA bend angle induced by protein binding.

Two early AFM studies demonstrated the DNA bend-

ing ability of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase (RNAP)

[46] and bacteriophage k Cro, a small transcription

regulatory protein [45] (Fig. 4). The different bent con-

formations of DNA induced by RNAP were proposed

to be the characteristics of polymerase transiting from
the open promoter complexes to the elongation com-

plexes [46]. In the Cro study, Erie et al. [45] analyzed the

fundamental roles of protein-induced DNA bending at

specific sites and at nonspecific sites. Protein-induced

bending at nonspecific sites may be important for pro-

tein in searching for specific sites and increasing speci-

ficity on the target sites [45]. DNA bending induced by

many other DNA binding proteins has been observed by
AFM [47–49]. Whereas other DNA bending assays,

such as gel mobility and X-ray crystallography, yield a

single or average bend angle, AFM provides the spatial

distribution of bending along the DNA and dynamic

Fig. 4. DNA bending induced by Cro bound at specific sites (A, B) and at nonspecific sites (C, D). The DNA is a 1-kb double-strand fragment

containing the k OR region to which Cro binds located between 370 and 440bp from one end of the DNA. The scan sizes are 250 nm. The images are

the same as those in [45].
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bending histograms of DNA–protein assemblies bound
at the same location; that is, the full distribution of

angles is observed.

In addition to DNA bending, other quantitative in-

formation can be obtained using AFM topographic

analysis. For example, a reduced DNA contour length

induced by the binding of E. coli RNAP holoenzyme has

been observed using AFM. This result led to the pro-

posal that DNA wraps around RNAP in the open pro-
moter complex [50]. Other examples include the

characterization of the sequence specificity of S1 and

mung bean endonucleases by analyzing the distribution

of the lengths of the digested DNA [51] and monitoring

the change in the specificity of trp repressor with the

change of enzyme concentrations [52]. Finally, AFM

topographic analysis can be used in a qualitative way

combined with quantitative assays. For example, the
ATP-stimulated unwinding activity of E. coli DbpA, a

RNA helicase, has been observed using AFM in air [9].

The DNA loop structure induced by the association of E.

coli RNAP and nitrogen regulatory protein C (NtrC) on

DNA also has been characterized using AFM in air [53].

3.2. Determination of the stoichiometries of biomolecular

assemblies using volume analysis

3.2.1. Protein–protein assemblies

The intracellular functions of gene regulators are

normally implemented by protein oligomers or multi-

protein assemblies rather than single proteins. Deter-

mining the stoichiometry of these assemblies and the

thermodynamics governing their formation are essential

to understanding the gene regulation.
Although the heights of proteins as measured by

AFM can be affected by various factors, such as the

orientation of proteins on the surface and electrostatic

interactions between macromolecules and the tip [54],

the volumes of proteins in AFM are consistent. It has

been shown using a large number of proteins that there

is a quantitative linear dependence of the AFM volume

on the molecular mass of proteins [55–59] (Fig. 5).
Consequently, volume analysis is a robust and reliable

method to obtain the stoichiometries of protein–protein

assemblies [58,60]. In addition, this volume analysis can

be used to determine protein–protein association con-

stants. Recently, it has been used to determine the as-

sociation constant for the dimerization of E. coli DNA

helicase II, UvrD, in which the shifts in the distribution

of protein oligomeric states under different protein
concentrations were analyzed [60]. This study demon-

strated the capability of AFM to directly measure

thermodynamic properties by comparing their result to

the study using analytical ultracentrifugation [60]. AFM

volume analysis is useful because it can compensate for

the limitations of other techniques. For example, ana-

lytical ultracentrifugation and isothermal titration cal-

orimetry require high concentrations of samples, which

would limit their use in assaying proteins with low sol-

ubility or with tight binding constants.
While volume analysis is a powerful method for de-

termining protein stoichiometries and protein associa-

tion constants, care must be taken when acquiring the

images [60]. First, the tip geometry and the strength of

tip–surface interaction need to be consistent in all the

experiments, because AFM images are the convolution

of tip–surface interactions. Otherwise, a well-defined

standard is required in the calibration of different ex-
periments. In addition, the use of volume analysis is not

easily applicable to the proteins less than 20 kDa be-

cause of the limitation of AFM resolution.

3.2.2. Multiprotein assemblies on the DNA

AFM volume analysis is also useful for determining

the oligomeric state of proteins in large DNA–protein

assemblies. For example, the oligomeric state of the N-
terminal, a fragment of the human WRN gene product

has been studied using AFM volume analysis [59]. The

study showed that hWRN-N-terminal fragment is in

a trimer–hexamer equilibrium in the absence of DNA,

but it is primarily a hexamer, the active form for its

Fig. 5. Plot of protein volume versus molecular mass. The volumes

were determined as described in reference [60]. Data are shown for 13

proteins and protein–protein complexes. In the main plot, there are

alcohol dehydrogenase (41 kDa), hWRN-N70�240 trimer (63 kDa),

bovine serum albumin (67 kDa), UvrD monomer (82 kDa), PCNA

trimer (87 kDa), hWRN-N70�240 hexamer (126 kDa), hWRN-N70�240

trimer and PCNA trimer complex (150 kDa), UvrD dimer (164 kDa),

b-amylose (201 kDa), hWRN-N70�240 hexamer, and PCNA trimer

complex (213 kDa). The inset plot also includes apoferritin (443 kDa),

RNA polymerase (550 kDa), and thyroglobulin (670 kDa). The line

represents the weighted least-square fit of the data, which is described

by the following equation: V ¼ 1:2 (MW) – 14.7, where V is AFM

volume and MW is molecular weight (R2 ¼ 0:986). The error bars

represent the standard deviation of the distribution for each protein.

The data are taken from references [59–60] and unpublished results.
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functions, in the presence of DNA substrates. In another
example, the effects of phosphorylation and mutation of

NtrC from Salmonella typhimurium on their oligomeric

states at specific DNA sites have been studied using

volume analysis. This study provided evidence that large

oligomers of NtrC are important for activating tran-

scription [61]. Recently, the cooperative binding of

Mlh1–Pms1 heterodimer, a DNA mismatch repair

protein in yeast, on the DNA has been observed using

AFM [62] (Fig. 6). Although it is difficult to accurately
quantify the number of proteins in long tracts of protein

assemblies on the DNA with volume analysis, the

number of proteins can be estimated from the DNA

length covered by proteins, which can be compared to

the result from DNA footprinting studies. For example,

the oligomeric states of PapB protein, an upstream

transcriptional regulator of the pap genes in E. coli, have

been estimated using this method [63].

Fig. 6. Cooperative binding of yeast Mlh1–Pms1 heterodimer to dsDNA. (A) M13mp2 RF1 DNA alone. (B) M13 RF1 DNA in the presence of

Mlh1–Pms1. The scan sizes are 1500nm for (A) and (B). (C) Zoomed view of the boxed region in (B). The light gray arrow indicates a tract of

cooperatively bound Mlh1–Pms1 associated with a single dsDNA region. The dark gray arrow indicates a tract of cooperatively bound Mlh1–Pms1

associated with two dsDNA regions. Reproduced from [62].
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3.3. Following the biological processes using solution

imaging

The biomolecular assemblies and interactions in bi-

ological pathways take place in a timed fashion in the

cell. Time-lapse AFM in solution can be used to follow

these processes under near-physiological conditions. For

example, the DNA-directed synthesis of RNA by E. coli

RNAP has been observed using AFM solution imaging
[42]. In addition, the degradation of DNA by the nu-

clease DNase I was followed by oscillating mode AFM

in solution in the presence of nickel ions [64]. Many

quantitative dynamic properties of these processes can

be obtained using time-lapse AFM in solution. For ex-

ample, the rate of the diffusion of E. coli RNAP on

DNA was measured using time-lapse AFM. The rate

was found to be 1.5 nucleotide/s, which is about 3 times
slower than the speed in solution, as expected because

the surface hampers the translocation [34]. In another

example, the turnover lifetime of GroEL–GroES com-

plexes, a chaperonin/cochaperonin complex, was mea-

sured using fast speed 1D AFM in solution [65]. The 1D

AFM imaging can be 512 times faster than the conver-

sional 2D AFM imaging because 1D imaging takes only

the measurements on one line of the surface but 2D
imaging takes the measurements on 512 lines of the

surface. In 1D AFM images, one axis is the position on

the line; another axis is the time of measurements; the

other axis is the height similar to conversional 2D AFM

(Fig. 7). This study showed that GroES can accomplish

one round of binding to and subsequently dissociating

from GroEL in 2 s in the presence of ATP. Finally, very

detailed enzyme kinetics of phospholipase A2 has been
analyzed using AFM imaging [15].

In addition to the above quantitative assays, it is also

possible to qualitatively but directly correlate structural

conformations and functional states of individual bio-

molecular assemblies using real-time AFM [66]. For

example, the conformational change of nuclear pore

complexes modulated by ATP, calcium, and carbon

dioxide have been studied using time-lapse AFM [67–
69]. These studies disclosed that ATP and calcium in-

duce pore contraction and facilitate the transportation

of macromolecules between the nucleolus and the cy-

tosol, but carbon dioxide induces pore collapse and

functions to isolate the nucleus. Although time-lapse

AFM has powerful capabilities, limitations on this

dynamic approach also exist. First, the resolution

Fig. 7. Association and dissociation processes of GroEL–GroES complexes. (A) 1D AFM image of GroEL in the absence of GroES. (B) Real-time

plot of the height of two GroEL molecules monitored in (A). (C) 1D AFM image of GroEL in the presence of GroES (144 nM) and Mg–ATP

(2.5mM). (D) Real-time plot of the height of two GroEL molecules monitored in (C). The images are reproduced from [65].
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limitation due to the noise in time-lapse solution imag-
ing limits its use in small biomolecular assemblies. Sec-

ond, the limitation of scanning speed of commercial

AFM instruments cannot accommodate many fast bio-

logical processes [70]; however, this limitation is being

overcome with recent instrumentation (see Section 4).

3.4. Measurement of forces of interactions between

biomolecules

The ability to form biomolecular assemblies is fun-

damentally governed by the long-range and short-range

interacting forces between macromolecules. Thermody-

namics and dynamics are the traditional tools for de-

termining the strength of biomolecular interactions.

Although the force between interacting components can

be measured directly by some methods, such as the
surface force apparatus, they lack the spatial resolution

to give information at the molecular level [71]. Recent

developments on force mode AFM and optical tweezers

opened an exciting area for understanding the strength

of interactions at a single-molecule level [72]. Further-

more, the tip size with a radius of curvature in the
nanometer range enables us to gain spatially resolved

force maps over macromolecular surfaces [73]. With

regard to sensitivity of force measurements, conven-

tional AFM can detect forces in the range of 0.01–

100 nN [74]. Moreover, subpiconewton forces can be

resolved utilizing current instrumental developments

[75]. This detection limit would meet the requirements

needed for the interacting forces in biomolecular as-
semblies, which are in the piconewton range [71,76].

In the force mode AFM, the interaction between

AFM tips and surfaces is recorded as force curves when

tips approach or retract from surfaces [6]. The absolute

force can be deduced from the spring constant of can-

tilevers using established force laws (see [73] for review).

The components for the force measurement are illus-

trated in Fig. 8. In a force measurement, one interacting
partner is attached to the AFM tip using techniques

such as chemical coating and biological functionaliza-

tions [77]. Similar techniques have been used to immo-

bilize other interacting partners on the surface [78],

which can improve the reproducibility of force mea-

Fig. 8. Schematic view of force measurements. One partner (avidin) in biomolecular interactions is attached on the AFM tips. Another partner

(biotin) is immobilized on the surface. Reproduced from [71].
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surements [20]. Force microscopy has been applied in
many biological areas, such as antigen–antibody pairs,

protein–ligand interactions, protein–membrane interac-

tions, and protein–cell interactions. A detailed review of

these applications is out of the range of this article and

some excellent reviews are available elsewhere [74,76,79].

Although force microscopy has powerful capabilities,

some limitations in current force microscopy applied in

biological investigations exist. The force measurements
are so sensitive to the sample preparation and the con-

ditions of measurements that it is difficult to compare

the absolute forces obtained by different research

groups. Consequently, monitoring the force changing

with conditions, such as the conditions of the measure-

ment and the buffer, is a more reliable way to under-

stand molecular interactions in cell biology than

measuring absolute force values. Additionally, there are
no universal approaches that can be used for preparing

various biological samples, which could limit its use in

some biological systems.

4. Recent developments in biological AFM

4.1. High-resolution imaging

Since the invention of AFM, many developments to

increase its resolution have been made. It is well estab-

lished now that in addition to instrumental factors,

major factors that can affect the quality of the image

include shape of the tip tip–sample interactions, stable

immobilization of the sample on the surface, and both

pH and ionic strength of the buffer used for absorbing
and scanning the sample [33,54,80,81]. At room tem-

perature, easy deformation by the scanning tips and

thermal motion of most macromolecules make it hard to

achieve high-resolution images. Close packing of the

sample on the surface can reduce this problem to some

degree and achieve subnanometer resolution under so-

lution [32,40,41], but cryo–AFM holds the promise for

imaging a large variety of biological samples at high
resolution comparable to EM [82,83]. Meanwhile, even

with state-of-art techniques such as cryo–AFM, the re-

solving power of AFM will not be fully reached without

a well-defined ultrasharp tip. Carbon nanotube probes

are the most promising candidates for the next genera-

tion of ultrasharp AFM probes [81,84].

4.1.1. 2D crystals

Due to limited hydrophilic surfaces, membrane pro-

teins do not readily form 3D crystals for X-ray crystal-

lography, but 2D membrane protein crystals

reconstituted in the presence of lipids are more stable and

a large number of membrane proteins have been crys-

tallized in this manner. Electron crystallography of 2D

crystals has provided static structural information at

atomic resolution [32]. Imaging in liquids using AFM
provides an advantage over EM, in that the native en-

vironments and biological activities of these membrane

proteins can be preserved throughout sample prepara-

tion and scanning. AFM is the only technique that gives

insights into both the surface structures and dynamics of

membrane proteins at subnanometer resolution. The

high resolution is partly due to the elimination of capil-

lary forces [37]. M€uuller et al. [80] demonstrated that by
adjusting the pH and electrolytes in the buffer, electro-

static double-layer repulsion between the tip and the

sample can be reduced, resulting in reduced vertical and

lateral forces between the AFM tip and the sample. In

addition, the 2D crystals are strongly anchored to the

substrates in liquids, and the force applied to the AFM

tips is believed to be distributed over a large sample area

on these 2D crystals. The factors mentioned above col-
lectively dramatically reduce the sample deformation

during scanning. In addition, only the small sharp pro-

trusion at the end of tip is believed to sense the short-

range electrostatic repulsion that confers high-resolution

structural information. The subnanometer resolution

imaging is demonstrated by the images of purple mem-

brane (which consists of bacteriorhodopsin and lipids)

shown in Fig. 9 [80]. A lateral resolution of 0.6 nm (width
at half-maximum height) is reproducible in these images.

4.1.2. Cryo–AFM

It has been shown that the mechanical rigidity of

biological materials is significantly stronger at cryogenic

temperatures. The estimated Young�s modulus of pro-

tein and DNA is between 103 and 104 times of that at

room temperature [83], dramatically reducing the de-
formation by the scanning tip. With decreased thermal

motion and increased rigidity of the samples, high-res-

olution 3D images were demonstrated by cryo–AFM

[83,85]. Some images from cryo–AFM also revealed

information that was not obvious in electron micro-

graphs. For example, cryo–AFM showed a protrusion

in the center of IgM protein, which was not obvious in

previous EM images [83]. For structural studies of large
flexible complexes, cryo–AFM will be a very effective

alternative, capable of providing information that could

be elusive to other techniques.

4.1.3. Carbon nanotube probes

As mentioned before, AFM probes are essential to

high-resolution, reproducible imaging of biological

samples. The widely used microfabricated Si and Si3N4

AFM probes have several disadvantages, such as large

radii of curvature compared to the biological sample size

and brittleness. The high-resolution imaging of mem-

brane proteins achieved using microfabricated probes

was attributed to the small protrusions at the end of the

tips. These small protrusions are not consistent from

probe to probe. Carbon nanotubes consists of seamless
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cylinders made from sp2-bonded carbon. The small radii

(0.7–5 nm for single-walled nanotubes), high aspect ra-

tio, extremely large Young�s modulus (stiffness), and

ability to be elastically buckled under large load make

carbon nanotubes ideal candidates for use as AFM

probes. The past several years have seen the develop-

ment of the technologies to directly grow carbon na-

notubes onto the pyramids of microfabricated tips to
overcome the low efficiency of manual assembly. There

are several elegant review papers on the fabrication

technologies and high-resolution imaging using carbon

nanotubes [81,84,86]. Using carbon nanotube probes,

Umemura et al. [87] have observed the 10-nm pitch of

RecA–dsDNA complexes, which was consistent with

measurement on electron micrographs. This result

demonstrated the increase of resolution using carbon
nanotubes. Before, using the standard microfabricated

probes, the pitch was observed as 20–30 nm. Another

common problem encountered with microfabricted

AFM probes is that they are easily contaminated by the

biological samples during scanning. In regard to this

problem, the promise of carbon nanotubes as AFM

probes is waiting to be tested on a wide range of sam-

ples.

4.2. Magnetic mode (MAC) and photothermal mode

(PMOD) AFM for imaging in liquids

As mentioned before, conventional liquid imaging

techniques are not reliable. An intrinsic problem in the
instrument is that a piezoelectric transducer vibrates the

AFM probe indirectly by oscillating the probe holder.

This leads to the masking of the resonance peak of the

cantilever by the vibrations from the probe holder and

the fluid body. In the past several years, MAC and

PMOD have been used to directly vibrate the cantilever

and increase the reliability of imaging in liquids [88,89].

MAC uses a cantilever that has a magnetic particle at-
tached to it or that has magnetic coating, and the can-

tilever is driven directly by a magnetic field. In PMOD, a

bimetallic cantilever is oscillated by a pulsed diode laser.

Due to the difference in the thermal expansion coeffi-

cients of the two layers, the cantilever bends and vi-

brates in response to the pulsed laser. Both MAC and

Fig. 9. High-resolution images of extracellular surface of reconstituted 2D purple membrane protein. Structural details are identical in the trace and

retrace directions, demonstrating minimized deformation. Three main domains make up a horseshoe-like structure in each bacteriorhodopsin trimer.

The ellipse indicates the smallest details resolved, which have a width at half-maximum height of 0.6 nm. The images were collected at applied forces

of 0.1 nN. Reproduced from [80].
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PMOD have demonstrated high-resolution imaging ca-
pability on biological samples [88,89]. With the recent

commercialization of MAC accessories to standard

AFM instruments, imaging in liquids will become more

routine in the near future.

4.3. Smaller cantilever and high-speed scanning in liquids

Presently, commercial probes have cantilevers with
lengths on the order of 100 lm. Theoretically, deceasing

the dimension of the cantilever will have the advantages

of lower noise and a higher resonance frequency and will

allow for faster scanning. In addition, a smaller canti-

lever can measure smaller forces due to a lower viscous

damping coefficient [55,90]. Hansma�s [55] and Hoh�s
[91] groups pioneered the work to fabricate smaller

cantilevers. Recently, a research group in Japan devel-

oped an instrument that in combination with a small
cantilever (resonance frequency of 450–465 kHz in wa-

ter) can capture a 100� 100 pixel image (240 nm scan

size) in 80ms. Successive images of the movement of

myosin V on mica can be seen at http://www.s.kanazawa-

u.ac.jp/phys/biophys/bmv_movie.htm [70]. This group

predicted an upper limit of 10–20ms for scanning a 240-

nm-size image for their novel design. Commercialization

of these techniques in the near future will greatly expand
the number of biological systems that can be studied in

real time under liquids.

4.4. Single-molecule manipulation with the nanomanipu-

lator

The nanoManipulator system, which was developed

at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Fig. 10. Manipulation of fibrin using the nanoManipulator. Fibrin fiber (diameter: 150 nm) before (A) and after (B) manipulation. (C) Lateral force

trace for manipulation of fibrin fiber. Reproduced from [92].
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integrates the AFM with a virtual reality interface that
gives investigators new ways of interacting with objects

at the nanometer scale [92–94]. Using a force-feedback

pen, the user can touch the surface and directly ma-

nipulate the object. The manipulation is accomplished

by exporting the data to a PHANTOM controller

(SensAble Technologies, Cambridge, MA). This proce-

dure allows investigators to precisely locate objects and

features by feeling the surface. Samples can be manip-
ulated in the contact mode and the change before and

after manipulation can be monitored using oscillating

mode imaging. Samples can be bent, translated, rotated,

and dissected. Mechanical properties of biological

samples can be measured directly by recording the

normal and lateral forces during the manipulation pro-

cess. The rupture forces of fibrin (Fig. 10) and DNA

have been measured using the nanoManipulator, and
nonspecific binding between adenovirus and surfaces

have been monitored [92]. Forces ranging from a few

piconewtons to several micronewtons can be measured

using the nanoManipulator, expanding the range of

forces (10�9–10�14 N) measured by other single-mole-

cule manipulation techniques, such as microneedles,

flow field, magnetic field, and optical tweezers [72].

Compared to other single-molecule manipulation tech-
niques, the nanoManipulator has the advantages of easy

sample preparation and the ability to monitor the

sample before and after the manipulation. One disad-

vantage of this technique is that the surface interaction

may complicate the interpretation of the data. In addi-

tion to measuring the physical properties of biological

samples, in the future, the nanoManipulator may be

used as a tool to push the macromolecules together and
watch the interaction in real time in liquid.
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